


























SUZANNE PRESTON BLIER 

Marianna Torgovnick (1990), as well as the many insightful critiques 
by scholars such as George Marcus and Michael Fischer (1986), James 
Clifford and George Marcus ( L986), George Stocking (1987), James 
Clifford (1988), Clifford Geertz (1988), and Adam Kuper (1988) co 
name but a few, armchair overviews of Othered art are becoming the 
genre of choice for some art scholars wishing to do creative scholarship 
without the expense or difficulty of additional in-depth fieldwork. 
While a welcome addition, in many respects, if such studies portend a 
general movement of African art research away from field research
based analyses, for the many reasons cited above, much may be lost in 
the process. 

Peering around the corner, l see formalism, both resuscitated 
("old") or reconstructed ("new") to be on the rise in art history and 
academics at large, each proposing to rectify (realign) some of decon
structionism's more radical tenets (nihilistic tendencies, some insist). 
Both forms of formalism offer many of the same intellectual and prac
tical advantages (and difficulties) of deconstruccionism. Each allows for 
a more distanced (nonfield based) approach to the "subject" arts and 
cultures. Advocates of a new formalism-Gilles Deleuze 1990 among 
others-however, in their search for unity and a sense of structure to 
replace the characteristic cacophony of postmodernist critique, have 
frequently substituted new myths or fictions for old ones still being ag
gressively fought for by Africanists of both positivist and deconstruc
tionist stripes. The tendency of new formalists to press for hierarchical 
and developmentally based world system perspectives, in turn, while 
complementing deconstructionist global market orientations, undoubt
edly will prove problematic for African art because, again, the African 
continent either will be relegated to the lower rung or elevated to a new 
mythic "noble savage" stature. 

With "old" formalism, similar potentialities and problems come 
into play. While offering a (to some refreshing) return to the object, 
associated studies often have harbored assumptions that content can be 
discerned exclusively by visual appraisal and careful "looking." As Af
ricanists who have done extensive field research know well, the very 
way one "sees" an object and comes to "understand" it usually is de
pendent on considerations outside the work itself, by factors of context, 
viewership, and sociery generally. To understand art, particularly that 
of a foreign culture (and one could argue in a way that all art is to some 
degree foreign), involves much more than formal looking, describing, 
and intuiting, however carefully and perceptively it is done. Again what 
African art can offer art historical discourse generally is not only a test
ing field for examining new and old approaches and theories, but also 
access to an extraordinarily rich and still understudied living and his-
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toric art. If, in rum, African art is seen to offer insightful and instructive 
thoma ("marvels," "curiosities") for Western art scholarship-to use 
Fran�ois Hartog's term-it is the clariry with which, through this art, 
one is able to illuminate the relative truths and untruths (counter-truths, 
lies, artificialities) of Western conceptual traditions such as magic, cus
tom, and fetish which in the end will be of greatest significance. To 
paraphrase the Bokonon text in Kurt Vonnegut's Cat's Cradle: Even 
useful theory may be founded on untruth. 

NOTES 

The research and writing of this paper was undertaken in the course of my 
recent residence at the Getty Center for the History of Art and the Humanities 
which I gratefully acknowledge. Among the scholars that year were several 
whose writings and conversation no doubt have had an impact on this essay, 
most especially Johannes Fabian, Thomas Y. Levin, and Hayden White. J also 
wish to thank Richard Brilliant, Johanna Drucker, and Eunei Lee for reading 
and commenting on earlier drafts. 

1. In Haiti, however, the name boko or bokon is used to refer to someone
skilled in the making of power objects, identified by many with "black magic." 
Many Haitian religious traditions derive from Danhome (Alfred Metraux 
1972, p. 267). 

2. For a discussion of Melville and Frances Herskovits and the srudy of
Dahomey art, see Suzanne Blier 1988, 1989. 

3. For a discussion of the bokonon and Fa divination practice among rhe
Foo, see Melville Herskovits 1967, Bernard Maupoil 1981, and Suzanne Blier 
1990, 1991. Related traditions of !fa divination are practiced among the Yo
ruba. See William Bascom 1969. 

4. Interview with Ayido Gnanwisi of Sodohome (March 23, 1986).
5. Ibid. (April 25, 1986).

6. As Buck-Morss notes (1989, p. 24) following Walter Benjamin, "[T]he
fetish is the keyword of the commodity as mythic phantasmagoria, the 
arrested form of history, it corresponds to the reified form of new nature, 
condemned to the modern Hell of the new as the always-the-same." Adorno 
explains in turn ( 1961, p. 42) that Karl Marx set out key differences between 
the static and the dynamic within his critique of fetishism, after situating the 
origin of fetishism in the realm of values we attach to commodities. Hayden 
White's perspectives on class and fetish also are of interest: 

But even more basic in the European consciousness of this time was the 
tendency to fetishize the European type of humanity as the sole possible 
form that humanity in general could take. This race fetishism was soon 
transformed, however, into another and more virulent form: rhe fetish
ism of class, which has provided the bases of most of the social conflicts 
of Europe since the French Revolution. f1978, pp. 194-95) 
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